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Joint Preservation of the Knee: A Clinical CasebookSpringer, 2019

	
		Comprised of clinical cases demonstrating strategies for both common and complex knee preservation, this concise, practical casebook will provide orthopedic surgeons with the best real-world strategies to properly manage the many kinds of knee injuries and disorders they may encounter. The opening section presents the knee joint as a...
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Neuro-linguistic Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how to apply NLP to fine-tune life skills, build rapport, enhance communication, and become more persuasive


	One of the most exciting psychological techniques in use today, neuro-linguistic programming helps you model yourself on those-or, more accurately, the thought processes of those-who are stellar in their fields....
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Managing Your Business: Learn What You Need in 2 Hours (A Crash Course for Entrepreneurs)Nova Press, 2013

	You may be a one-person band, the only manager in your company, or the manager of other managers in a larger company. Whatever the size of your business, having a strong grounding in the thinking and practices of effective managers and leaders will make you more capable. In this essential guide, you'll learn how to:

	...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard Pocket Guide (Pocket ref / guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Whether you're new to the Mac or a longtime user, this handy book is the quickest way to get up to speed on Snow Leopard. Packed with concise information in an easy-to-read format, Mac OS X Snow Leopard Pocket Guide covers what you need to know and is an ideal resource for problem-solving on the fly. 
  
  This book goes right to the...
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ActionScript for Flash MX: The Definitive Guide, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2002
Welcome to ActionScript for Flash MX: The Definitive Guide, Second Edition! This edition sports massive changes from the first edition, with hundreds of pages of new material and exhaustive rewrites that bring old material up to date with best practices for Flash MX. I hope you're as excited to...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Aperture 1.5Peachpit Press, 2006
Now fully updated for version 1.5, this comprehensive book-DVD combo starts with the basics of image management and takes you step by step all the way through Aperture's powerful photo-editing, image-retouching, proofing, publishing, and archiving features. Version 1.5's new features are completely covered, including the new image editing tools,...
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Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Get the lowdown on megapixels, lenses, and filters      

Choose the right camera and accessories, get perfect shots, and edit like a pro       

Excited about that new digital SLR and eager to find inventive ways to put all its features to work? This book will help! It shows you (in rich, full color) exactly what you and your...
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Musculoskeletal ExaminationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Musculoskeletal Examination is a user-friendly textbook designed for students, physical therapists and physicians. It is uniquely multidisciplinary in its approach, being written by a physiatrist, physical therapist and orthopedist. With tables and boxed features to emphasize and summarize key concepts, and 'sample examination' boxes...
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Maximum Muscle, Minimum Fat: The Secret Science Behind Physical TransformationNorth Atlantic Books, 2008

	Diet and fitness books appear at a dizzying rate – and with a wealth of dubious claims – in a culture facing increasing health problems based on a sedentary lifestyle. Ori Hofmekler’s Maximum Muscle, Minimum Fat pulls out of the pack by focusing on the biological principles that dictate muscle gain and fat loss....
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Astrology For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
Learn how to get your precise horoscope, decipher astrological symbols, and benefit from the phases of the moon with Astrology for Dummies, Second Edition. You’ll learn how to construct your birth chart, interpret its component parts, and use that information to gain insight into yourself and others. With easy-to-follow, hands-on...
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Complete MBA For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
"with this friendly guide, everyone can sample the benefits of an MBA education in a fraction of the time and at much less cost" (Business a.m., 5 November 2002)

Want to get an MBA? The Complete MBA For Dummies, 2nd Edition, is the practical, plain-English guide that covers all the basics of a...
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Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server 2019: The Hidden Secret to Fast Analytic and Reporting QueriesApress, 2019

	Become an expert who can use window functions to solve T-SQL query problems. Replace slow cursors and self-joins with queries that are easy to write and perform better. This new edition provides expanded examples, including a chapter from the world of sports, and covers the latest performance enhancements through SQL Server 2019. ...
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